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In this paper we consider interface problems for quasilinear elliptic partial dif-
ferential equations in two-dimensional spaces. The main result is that the bounded
weak solution in the neighborhood of a singular point can be divided into two
parts, one of which is a function in H2, and the other one can be expressed
as a finite linear combination of particular functions. The most singular function
is a particular solution to the homogeneous equation with constant coefficients.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following quasilinear elliptic partial differential equation,
&Di (Aij (x, u) Dju)=&D iF i, x # 0, (1.1)
where i, j=1, 2, 0/R2 is a polygonal domain, 0 = 0(k), each 0(k) is
a polygonal subdomain, Aij (x, u)=A ijk(x, u) in each subdomain 0
(k), where
Aijk(x, u) # C
1 (0(k)_R), and the summation convention is assumed. We
assume that the Aij (x, u) satisfy the following elliptic condition. For (x, u)
# (0_R)
Aij (x, u) !i!j+ |!| 2, \! # R2, (1.2)
where + is a positive constant. In addition we assume that F i #
H1 (0) & C0, $ (0), where $>0.
For such an interface problem we have to consider the singular points.
Let  be the set of singular points.  includes the following points: the
cross points of interfaces, the turning points of interfaces, the cross points
of interfaces with the boundary 0, and the points on 0 with interior
angles greater than ?. We assume that  is finite. Generally speaking, it is
relatively easy to prove the regularity of weak solutions in the domains
which contain no singular point, but the behavior of the solutions near
singular points is much more complicated.
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Interface problems for linear elliptic equations(Aij is independent of u)
have been extensively studied. Kellogg [8] has studied the case of Aij=a ijp
where aij is a smooth function and p is a piecewise constant function, and
Blumenfeld [9] has studied the case of Aij=$ ijp, where p is a piecewise
smooth function and $ij is the Kronecker symbol. For those domains pos-
sessing corner points or conical points, we refer readers to [7, 4, 11].
Mostly the method of separation variables, or the Mellin transform is
applied. Ying Lung-an [1] has studied the general case of interface problem
for linear elliptic equation and developed a different approach based on the
detailed analysis on the weak solution to homogeneous equation with con-
stant coefficients. Overall the main result of linear interface problems is that
the weak solution in the neighborhood of singular point can be decomposed
into a function in H 2 and a finite linear combination of particular functions.
In [1] the particular functions are some particular solutions to the
homogeneous equations with constant coefficients, and for some special
cases of the problems they can be expressed in more explicit form.
But there is less work on interface problems for nonlinear elliptic equa-
tions. Recently attention has been paid to the bimaterial made from two
media with different harding constants (see [12, 13]). W. B. Liu [10] has
studied some degenerate quasilinear elliptic equations arising from
bimaterial problems in elastic-plastic mechanics. The equations take the
form as
{ } (k(x, |{u(x)| ) {u(x))= f (x), x # 0,
and interface problem has been studied with the assumption that the
domain 0 contains no singular point.
To the author’s knowledge the interface problem as (1.1) has not been
studied in a mathematically rigorous way. In this paper we consider the
nonlinear problem (1.1) with the uniform elliptic condition (1.2), and
mainly discuss the behavior of the weak solution near singular points.
For simplicity we impose the Dirichlet condition
u |0=0 (1.3)
on (1.1). If u # H 1 (0) & L (0) is a bounded weak solution to (1.1), (1.3),
we can obtain that &u&L(0)C (using the technique of the maximum prin-
ciple) [2, 7], and further get that &u&C0, $ (0) C by the De Giorgi estimate,
where $ >0, C depends on 0, +, &F i&L(0) only. By the LeraySchauder
theorem, it is easy to prove the existence of bounded weak solution to
(1.1), (1.3).
Let u be a bounded weak solution to (1.1), (1.3). We will prove that
u # H 2 (0$ & 0(k)) & C 1, $ (0$ & 0(k)), where 0$ contains no singular point in
Section 2. Then the domain considered in Sections 35 is only a
neighborhood of a singular point.
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An outline of the paper follows. In Section 2 we derive a Schauder
estimate of the linear problem by which we can get the regular result of the
bounded weak solution in the domain without singular point. In Section 3
we obtain an estimate about the derivatives of the bounded weak solution.
In Section 4 we construct a particular solution to the non-homogeneous
equation with constant coefficients. In Section 5 we get the singular part of
the bounded weak solution and prove our main result (Theorem 5.2) and
finally we summarize the results of this paper.
2. SCHAUDER ESTIMATE
In this section we consider the regularity of the bounded weak solution
in the domain without singular points. Without loss of generality, we
assume the domain is 0 such that 0 =0(1) _ 0(2). 0(1) & 0 (2)=10 , where
10 is a line on the x2 axis.
First we consider the Schauder estimate of the linear equation
&Di (Aij (x) Dju)=&DiF i, x # 0, (2.1)
where Aij (x) # C0, $ (0(k)), which satisfy that for x # 0,
Aij (x) !i! j+ |!| 2, \! # R2, (2.2)
|Aij (x)|4, (2.3)
where +, 4 are positive constants; F i # C0, $ (0). For x$ # 10 , we define
8r (u, x$)=|
Br (x$)
|Dx2u&(Dx2 u)Br (x$) |
2 dx
+ :
k=1, 2
|
Br (x$) & 0
(k)
|Dx1 u&(Dx1 u)Br (x$) & 0(k) |
2 dx,
where (w)0*=(1mes(0*)) 0* w dx, and Br (x$) is the disk with center x$
and radius r.
Lemma 2.1. Let u be a weak solution to &Di (AijDju)=0, where Aij are
constants in each 0(k) (k=1, 2), which satisfy (2.2), (2.3). Then there exists
a constant C, such that
|
Br (x$)
|Du| 2 dxC \ rR+
2
|
BR (x$)
|Du|2 dx, (2.4)
8r (u, x$)C \ rR+
4
8R (u, x$). (2.5)
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Proof. Using the technique of the H2 interior estimate, we obtain
&Dlu&L2(BR2 (x$) & 0(k))C &Du&L2(BR(x$)) (l2).
By the imbedding theorem, we get
sup
BR2(x$) & 0
(k)
|Du|C &Du&L2(BR (x$)) .
Then for r<R2,
|
Br (x$)
|Du| 2 dxCr2 :
k
sup
BR2 (x$) & 0
(k)
|Du|2Cr2 |
BR (x$)
|Du|2 dx,
where C depends on R. We will prove that C=C1 R&2.
Given a constant a such that a<dist(x$, 0), for any r1<a2 we have
|
Br1
(x$)
|Du| 2 dxC(a) r21 |
Ba (x$)
|Du|2 dx.
Without loss of generality, we set x$=(0, 0). Let y=axR, r1=arR. If
|x|<r, then | y|<r1 . We set v( y)=u(rya). Then
|
Br
|Du(x)| 2 dx=|
Br1
|Dv( y)| 2 dy
C(a) r21 |
Ba
|Dv( y)| 2 dy
=C(a) a2 \ rR+
2
|
BR
|Du(x)| 2 dx,
which is (2.4).
It is easy to see that Dx2 u is also a weak solution to the equation
&Di (AijDj u) =0. By the Poincare inequality and (2.4) we have
|
Br (x$)
|Dx2 u&(Dx2 u)Br (x$) |
2 dx
Cr2 |
Br (x$)
|DDx2 u|
2 dx
C
r4
R2 |BR2 (x$) |DDx2 u|
2 dx
C
r4
R4 |BR (x$) |Dx2 u&(Dx2 u)BR (x$) |
2 dx.
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The last inequality is valid by the Caccioppoli inequality (see [2, 4]).
Furthermore we get
|
Br (x$) & 0
(k)
|Dx1 u&(Dx1 u)Br (x$) & 0(k) |
2 dx
Cr2 |
Br (x$) & 0
(k)
|DDx1 u|
2 dx
Cr2 |
Br (x$)
|DDx2 u|
2 dx
C
r4
R4 |BR (x$) |Dx2 u&(Dx2u)BR (x$) |
2 dx,
so (2.5) is valid.
The following proof is analogous to the ordinary case(aij (x) # C 0, $ (0))
and will be omitted. See [2, 4] for details. The theorem reads:
Theorem 2.2. If u is a weak solution to Eq. (2.1), then for 0$//0,
u # C1, $ (0$ & 0(k)), and
&Du&C 0, $(0$ & 0(k))C(&Du&0, 0+:
i
[F i]$, 0).
Remark 1. Let u be a bounded weak solution to the quasilinear equa-
tion (1.1), (1.3), we know that u possesses Ho der continuity. So we get that
if 0$ contains no singular point, then u # C 1, $ (0(k) & 0$) for 0$//0.
Remark 2. Since we also assume F i # H1 (0), from the above C1, $
estimate we can get the H 2 estimate for the quasilinear Eq. (1.1):
u # H 2 (0 (k) & 0$).
3. AN ESTIMATE ABOUT THE DERIVATIVES
In what follows, we only consider the bounded weak solution in a
neighborhood of singular point and assume the singular point is an interior
point (for the singular point on the boundary, the argument is analogous).
Without loss of generality we assume the domain is 0=S(o, 1), a disk with
center o and radius 1. We also assume that o is the unique singular point,
and 0 is divided into some sectors Sm , m=1, ..., m0 by some rays starting
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from the point o. Throughout this paper, [}]$, 0 denote the Ho lder semi-
norms, the notations & }&s denote the H s norms, and | } | s denote the corre-
sponding seminorms.
Consider the equation
&Di (Aij (x) Dju)=&DiF i, x # 0, (3.1)
where Aij (x) # C0, $ (Sm), F i # C 0, $ (0), and A ij (x) satisfy (2.2), (2.3).
Without loss of generality, we assume F i (o)=0.
Take ! # (0, 1), k # Z, and define 0k=[!k>r>!k+1], !k0=[r<!k]
where (r, %) are the polar coordinates, and mappings Tk : x  !kx. If u is a
weak solution to (3.1), by the Schauder estimate in Section 2 we have
&Du&L(01):
m
&Du&C0, $(Sm & 01)C \ |u|1, 0"!30+:i [F
i]$, 0"!30+ .
Let v=u b Tk (k0). Then v satisfies
&Di (Aij (!k&1x) Dj v)=&!k&1Di (F i b Tk).
Then we have
&Dv&L(01)C \ |v|1, 0"!30+:i [!
k&1F i b Tk]$, 0"!30+ .
Then
!k&1 &Du&L(0k)
C \ |u|1, !k&10"!k+20+:i !
(k&1)(1+$)[F i]$, !k&10"!k+20+ ,
&r1&$1 Du&L(0k)
C \"Dur$1 "0, !k&10"!k+20+:i !
(k&1)(1+$&$1)[F i]$, !k&10"!k+20+ . (3.2)
On the other hand, we have the estimate (Caccioppoli inequality).
&Du&0, 01C \&u&u(o)&0, 0"!30+:i &F
i&0, 0"!30+ .
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Let v=u b Tk . Following the same line as the above discussion we obtain
&Du&0, 0kC \!&(k&1)&u&u(o)&0, !k&10"! k+20
+:
i
&F i&0, !k&10"!k+20+ ,
:
k "
Du
r$1 "0, 0kC \"
u&u(o)
r1+$1 "0, 0+:i "
F i
r$1"0, 0+ . (3.3)
We assume u # C0, $ (0) ($ is determined by the De Giorgi estimate). Then
|u&u(o)|Cr$ . If $1<$ , then the right hand side of (3.3) is finite.
:
k "
Du
r$1 "0, 0k<+,
thus the right hand side of (3.2) can be bounded for all k0. At last we
get
&r1&$1 Du&L(!0)C \&u&1, 0+:i &F
i&C 0, $(0)+ .
Remark. If u is a bounded weak solution to the quasilinear equation
(1.1), (1.3), by the De Giorgi estimate and the above estimate, we obtain
that there exists $1>0 such that u # C 0, $1 (0) and r1&$1Du # L (0).
4. PARTICULAR SOLUTION
In this section we construct a particular solution to the following
equation with constant coefficients:
&Di (Aij Dj u)= f, (4.1)
where Aij are constants in each Sm , and satisfy (2.2), (2.3); and there exists
1>:>0, such that r:f # L2 (0).
First we introduce some results [1]. Consider the homogeneous equa-
tion ( f =0). Take ! # (0, 1), g # H12 (0), Let u be the solution to the
homogeneous equation with boundary condition u|0= g.
Define g~ (x)=u(!x) for x # 0. Obviously g~ # H12 (0), then we can
define X: H12 (0)  H12 (0) such that Xg= g~ . We can prove that X
is a compact operator, then the spectrum of X consists of isolated eigen-
values and 0. Define two spectrum sets E1=[*1 , *2 , ..., *J] and E2=
[*J+1 , ..., ..., 0], such that |*1 | |*2 | } } } |*J |>|*J+1 | } } } . We have
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the decomposition H 12 (0)=H1 H2 such that the spectrum of X | H1 is
just E1 , and the spectrum of X |H2 is E2 . In this section we select J such
that |*J |!1&: and |*J+1 |<!1&:.
The weak solution to the homogeneous equation is the sum of a function
in H2 (0) and a finite linear combination of the particular solutions (ps1),
(ps2) and so on, where (ps1), (ps2) are the following particular solutions
to the homogeneous equation,
u=r:g, (ps1)
u=r: \h+ log r* log ! g+ , (ps2)
where :=log * log !.
Next we consider the equation on the space R2. Each Sm is extended
to r=, and Aij are constants in each Sm . We assume f # L2 (R2),
supp( f )/S(o, 1). Define a space
Z1 (R2)={u # H 1loc(R2) | Du # L2 (R2), |r<1 u dx=0= .
If r<1 f dx=0, then the equation admits a unique solution u in Z
1 (R2),
and we have
Lemma 4.1. For b # (0, 2), we obtain
|u|1, R2C &rb2f &0, 0 .
Proof. Since b<2, we can get p>2, such that pb<4. And we also get
q>2 such that 1p+1q= 12 . We have
|
R2
A ij D i u Dj u dx=|
R2
fu dx
\|r<1 rb | f |2 dx+
12
\|r<1 r&bp2 dx+
1p
\|r<1 |u|q dx+
1q
C &rb2f &0, 0 &u&Lq(0)C &rb2f &0, 0 |u|1, 0 .
We use the imbedding theorem: H1 (0)  Lq (0) for the last inequality. On
the other hand
|
R2
A ij D j u Di u dx+ |u| 21, R2 ,
then we prove the lemma.
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For general f # L2 (R2), supp( f )/0=S(o, 1), we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. There exists a solution u such that u # H 1loc(R
2) and for any
bounded domain B,
|u|1, BC(B) & f &L2(0) ,
where C(B) is a constant depending on the domain B.
Now we consider Eq. (4.1). We have
Lemma 4.3. There is a particular solution u to (4.1) such that for all
l1,
&r: D2u&20, 0l & Sm+&r
:&1 Du&20, 0l
C \!&bl+2:l &rb2f &20, !l&10+ :
l&2
k=1 \
|*J+1+=|
!1&: +
l&k
&r:f &20, 0k
+l 2M&2 :
l&2
k=1
&r:f &20, 0k+ , (4.2)
where b # (0, 2) is a constant, and b>2:; = is a small positive constant such
that |*J+1 |+=<!1&:; M is a positive integer depending on Aij and
( |*J+1 |+=)!1&:.
Let
f (k)={ f,0,
x # 0k ,
otherwise.
Then f = f (k). Let uk be the solution in Lemma 4.2 corresponding to
f (k). Because uk satisfies the homogeneous equation on !k+10, we have
the decomposition uk=u (1)k +u
(2)
k such that u
(i)
k (i=1, 2) also satisfy
homogeneous equation on !k+10, u (1)k b Tk+1 |0 # H1 and u
(2)
k b
Tk+1 |0 # H2 . We extend u (1)k analytically to 0, and still denote them by
u(1)k . Let u=

k=1(uk&u
(1)
k ). Then
u= :
kl&1
uk+ :
k<l&1
uk&:
k
u (1)k
= :
kl&1
uk+ :
k<l&1
u (2)k & :
kl&1
u (1)k .
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is to estimate them on 0l one by one, and is
analogous to the proof of Lemma 8 in [1].
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Theorem 4.4. There is a particular solution u to (4.1) such that
" r
:&1Du
( |log r|+1)M"0, !0+"
r:D2u
( |log r|+1)M"0, !0 & SmC &r
:f &0 . (4.3)
where M is determined by Lemma 4.3.
Proof. Let us take the summation of the first two terms of (4.2).
C :

l=1 \!
&bl+2:l &rb2f &0, !l&10+ :
l&2
k=1 \
|*J+1 |+=
!1&: +
l&k
&r:f &20, 0k+
=C \ :

l=1
!&bl+2:l :

k=l&1
&rb2f &20, !l&10k
+ :

l=1
:
l&2
k=1 \
|*J+1 |+=
!1&: +
l&k
&r:f &20, 0k+
=C \ :

k=0
:
k+1
l=1
!&bl+2:l &rb2f &20, 0k
+ :

k=1
:

l=k+2 \
|*J+1 |+=
!1&: +
l&k
&r:f &20, 0k+
C \ :

k=0
!&(b&2:)(k+1) &rb2f &20, 0k+ :

k=1
&r:f &20, 0k+
C &r:f &20 .
Multiplying (4.2) by l&M, then taking the summation, we get
" r
:D2u
( |log r|+1)M"
2
0, !0 & Sm
+" r
:&1Du
( |log r|+1)M"
2
0, !0
C :

l=1
l&2M (&r: D2u&20, 0l & Sm+&r
:&1 Du&20, 0l)
C &r:f &20+C :

l=1
:
l&2
k=1
l&2 &r:f &20, 0k
=C &r:f &20+C :

k=1
:

l=k+2
l&2 &r:f &20, 0k
C &r:f &20 .
So (4.3) holds.
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5. SINGULAR PART OF THE SOLUTION
In Section 3 we obtain that there exists $1>0, such that u # C0, $1 (0) and
r1&$1Du # L (0). We construct the following iteration scheme to obtain
further properties of the bounded weak solution u.
Assume u0=0, u1 is the weak solution to
{&D i (A
ij (o) Djv)=&Di (F i),
v |0= g,
where for simplicity Aij (o)=Aij (o, u(o)), and um+1 (m0) is the weak
solution to
{&Di (A
ij (o) Djv)=&Di ((Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D jum)&D i (F i),
v | 0= g.
(5.1)
Then um+1&um (m1) is the weak solution to
{&Di (A
ij (o) Djv)=&Di ((Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D j (um&um&1))
v | 0=0.
First we consider the following equation:
|
0
Aij (o) Djv Di, dx=|
0
(Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D jw Di, dx, (5.2)
for any , # H1 (0).
We define a space H ; (0) =[u # H 1 (0)| |||u|||;, 0<+] where
|||u|||;, 0=:
m
&r1&; D2u&L2(Sm & 0)+&r
&; Du&L2(0)+&u&L2(0) .
We can prove &,R&,&H1(0)  0(R  0) where
,R (x)=,(x)+‘(x)((,)o, R&,(x)),
where ,o, R=(1?R2) BR(o) , dx; ‘(x)=0 if |x|R, ‘(x)=1 if |x|R2,
and |D‘|CR. So without loss of generality we assume that there is
R*>0, such that ,(x)=0 if |x|R* in (5.2).
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Integrating by parts we have
|
0
(Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djw D i, dx
=:
m
|
Sm
(A ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D jw,n i ds
&|
0
Di (Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djw, dx
=I&|
0
((Aij)$u Diu Dj w
+(Aij)$x D jw+(A
ij (o)&A ij (x, u)) DiD jw), dx
=I+II.
Now we assume w # H :i (0) (1>:i>0). By the assumption about Aij
and the result in Section 3, we obtain
II=|
0
r$1r:i&1f *, dx,
where f * # L2 (0). By Theorem 4.4 there exists a particular solution u~ 1 #
H :i+$1&= (0) where = is any positive constant, such that u~ 1 is a weak
solution to
&Di (Aij (o) Dju)=r$1+:i&1f *.
I includes the integration on the interface and 0. Here we only discuss the
integration on the interface. Consider one sector Sm . Define ‘ #
C0 (0"!
30) such that ‘0 and ‘>0 on 01 . Then we define ‘k=‘ b Tk .
Replace ‘k by ‘k k ‘k and still denote them by ‘k . By the inverse trace
theorem [3], there exist z~ mk # H
2 (0 & Sm) such that supp(z~ mk )/(0"!
30),
z~ mk =0,
z~ mk
n
=!k&1 {‘k (A
ij (o)&A ij (x, u)) Dj wni
n iAij (o) nj = b Tk&1
on Sm & 0"!30, and
&z~ mk &2"!k&1 {‘k (A
ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D jwni
n iAij (o) nj = b Tk&1"1 .
Let zmk =z~
m
k b T1&k , then
zmk
n
=‘k
(Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Dj wni
ni Aij (o) nj
, (5.3)
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on Sm & (!k&10"!k+20) and
|zmk | 2, Sm+!
&(k&1) |zmk | 1, Sm
C \} (A
ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djwn i
ni Aij (o) nj }1, !k& 10"!k+20
+!k&1 " (A
ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djwni
niAij (o) n j "0, !k& 10"!k+20+ . (5.4)
Set u~ m2 =

k=1 z
m
k , then by (5.3) we have
u~ m2
n
=
(A ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djwni
niA ij (o) nj
(5.5)
on Sm & !0. Giving any =>0, and setting $2=1+=&$1&: i , by (5.4) we
obtain
&r$2 D2u~ m2 &0, 0 & Sm+&r
$2&1 Du~ m2 &0, 0 & Sm
C \"r$2D \(A
ij(o)&Aij (x, u)) Dj wni
niAij (o) j +"0, 0
+"r$1&1 (A
ij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Dj wni
niAij (o) nj "0, 0+ . (5.6)
It is easy to see that the right hand side of the above inequality is finite.
By (5.5) we get
Aij (o) Dju~ m2 ni=(niA
ij (o) n j)
u~ m2
n
=(Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djwn i
on Sm & !0. Define u~ 2 # H :i+$1&= such that u~ 2=u~ m2 in each Sm . Then
I=I1+:
m
|
Sm & !0
(Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) Djwn i, ds
=I1+:
m
|
Sm & !0
Aij (o) Dju~ 2 ,ni ds
=I1+I 2+|
!0
A ij (o) Dj u~ 2 D i, dx+|
!0
Aij (o) D iDju~ 2, dx
=I1+I 2+|
!0
A ij (o) Dj u~ 2 D i, dx+III,
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where I 2=&(!0) Aij (o) Dju~ 2,ni ds. By Theorem 4.4, there exists a par-
ticular solution u~ 3 # H :i+$1&2= (0) to the equation
&Di (Aij (o) Dju)=Aij (o) DiD ju~ 2 .
Let
u~ =u~ 1+u~ 2+u~ 3 . (5.7)
then we have
|||u~ |||:i+$1&2=, 0C( |||w||| :i , 0) (5.8)
and
|
0
Aij (o) Dj (v&u~ ) Di, dx=IV,
where the right hand side doesn’t include the integration on !0. Then v&u~
satisfies the homogeneous equation on !0. We have
v&u~ =v1+v2 , (5.9)
where v2 # H 1 (!0),
|||v2 |||1, !0C( |||w|||:i , 0+&v&1, 0), (5.10)
and v1 can be expressed as a finite linear combination of particular solu-
tions (ps1), (ps2) and so on [1]. Since there is no singular point in 00 , it
is easy to see that the inequality (5.10) also holds in 0.
Let Q=[gi] where gi are particular solutions (ps1), (ps2) and so on,
gi  H 1 (0), and gi are linearly independent. It is easy to see that the set Q
includes finite functions. In (5.2) we set w= gi where gi is a function in Q,
through the above discussion we obtain a function as (5.7) and denote it by
Gi1 . Now in (5.2) we set w=Gi1 , we also get a function as (5.7) and denote
it by Gi2 . Then we can get a sequence [Gij]( j1). By (5.8) we know that
there exists a positive integer ni such that Gi, ni&1  H
1 (0) and G i, ni # H
1 (0).
Then we define a set P=[Gij |0< j<ni] and know that P is finite.
Since
|
0
Aij (o) Dj (um+1&um) D i, dx
=|
0
(Aij (0)&Aij (x, u)) Dj (um&um&1) Di, dx (5.11)
for any , # H 10(0), we have the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.1. um+1&um= i c i gi+ j dj Gj+u*, where m>1, the last
term is a function in H 1 (0), the first term is a finite sum of the particular
solutions (ps1), (ps2) and so on, the second term can also be expressed as a
finite sum and each Gj is a function in P.
Define a new space B&: (0)=[u=i c ig i+ dj Gj+u* | u* # H 1&
:(0)] with the norm &u&2B&:(0)=&u&
2
1, 0+|||u*|||
2
1&:, 0 . Then we get that
(um&um&1) # B0 (0). Let us consider the convergence of (5.1) in B0 (0).
Obviously um+1&um # B&$ (0), where 0<$<$1 . Then from (5.8),
(5.10) we have the estimate (m>2)
&um+1&um&B 0(0)C1&(um&um&1)&B&$(0)+C2&um+1&um&H1(0)
C3&(um&um&1)* &H 1&$(0)
+C4 (&um+1&um&1, 0+&um&um&1 &1, 0),
where the notation ( } )* is defined such that w=i ci gi+j djGj+(w)*,
for any w # B&$ (0) (noting that the space [z= i c i g i+j dj Gj | ci ,
dj # R] is finite dimensional).
Now we consider the change of C3 if we reduce the domain. Consider the
equation
{D i(A
ij (o) Djv)=Di ((Aij (o)&Aij (x, u)) D jw), x # 0R ,
v |0R=0,
where 0R=[x # R2 | |x|<R] and w # B0 (0R). It is easy to obtain
|v|1, 0RCR
$1 |w| 1, 0R .
Let z(x)=v(Rx), w1 (x) =w(Rx). Then z satisfies
{D i ((A
ij (o) Djz)=Di ((Aij (o)&Aij (Rx, u(Rx))) D jw1), x # 0
z | 0=0.
Noting that
|(Aij (o)&Aij (Rx, u(Rx))) DiD jw1 |C(R|x| )$1 |DiD j w1 |
=CR$1 |x| $1 |Di Djw1 |,
|Di (Aij (o)&Aij (Rx, u(Rx))) Djw1 |
C(R+|Du(Rx)| R) |Dj w1 |
CR$1 (1+|(R|x| )1&$ Du(Rx)| ) |x|$&1 |Dj w1 |
CR$1 |x|$&1 |Dj w1 | ,
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we can get the estimate,
&z*&H 1(0)CR$ &w*1&H 1&$(0)+C5 (&z&1, 0+&w1&1, 0) .
Then
R&1 &v*&H 1(0R)CR
$1R&1&$ &w*&H 1&$(0R)+C6 (&v&1, 0R+&w&1, 0R)
CR&1+$1 &w*&H 1(0R)+C6 (&v&1, 0R+&w&1, 0R) .
Finally, we obtain
&v*&H 1(0R)CR
$1 &w*&H 1(0R)+C7 (&v&1, 0R+&w&1, 0R) .
Given R small enough we can get
&v&1, 0R
1
2&w&1, 0R , (5.12)
&v*&H 1(0R)
1
2&w*&H 1(0R)+C8&w&1, 0R . (5.13)
Now we replace 0 by 0R in (5.1), (5.11). We can obtain
&um+1&um&1, 0R
1
2&um&um&1&1, 0R ,
&(um+1&um)*&H 1(0R)
1
2&(um&um&1)*&H 1(0R)+C8 (&um&um&1&1, 0R),
then
:

m=1
&um+1&um&B 0(0R)C :

m=0
&um+1&um &1, 0RC&u1&1, 0R .
That means the sequence [um&u1](m>1) converges in B0 (0R) and the
sequence [um] also converges in H 1 (0R). It is easy to derive that the
limit is u if we set g=u|1R where 1R=[x # R
2 | |x|=R]. Then we get
u&u1 # B0 (0R). For o is the only singular point, we have u&u1 # B0 (0),
and
&u&u1&B 0(0)C(&u1&1, 0+&u&1, 0+:
i
&F i&1, 0).
On the other hand, we have [1]
u1=:
i
ci gi+w1 ,
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where
" D
2w1
( |log r|+1)M"0, Sm & 0+"
Dw1
r( |log r|+1)M"0, 0C \:i &F
i&1, 0+&u1&1, 0+ ,
and if ( |log r|+1)M DiF i # L2 (0) then w1 # H 1 (0), r=|x| , and M is a
positive integer depending on Aij (o). Then we have
Theorem 5.2. Let u be a bounded weak solution to (1.1), (1.3) where
0=S(o, 1), and o is the only singular point. Then we have
u=:
i
ci g i+:
j
dj Gj+u*+w1 ,
where u* # H 1 (0), the first and the second term can be expressed as a
finite sum respectively, gi are particular solutions to the equation
Di (Aij (o, u(o)) Djv)=0 and Gj are particular functions as (5.7), and we have
the estimate
&u*&H 1(0)+" D
2w1
( |log r|+1)M"0, Sm & 0+"
Dw1
r( |log r|+1)M"0, 0
C \:i &F
i&1, 0+&u&1, 0+ , (5.14)
where M is a positive integer depending on Aij (o, u(o)).
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider the interface problems for quasilinear elliptic
equations (1.1), (1.3). It is easy to obtain the existence of bounded weak
solution. Through the discussion in Section 3, we get that the bounded
weak solution u satisfy that there exists $1 , such that u # C0, $1 (0) and
|r1&$1Du|<+ in a neighborhood of a singular point where r is the dis-
tance to the singular point. By the Schauder estimate which we have intro-
duced in Section 2 we know that u # C1, $ (0$ & 0(k)) & H2 (0$ & 0(k)) for
any 0$//0 and 0$ does not include any singular point. Without loss of
generality, in Section 4 and 5 we assume that the domain considered is
0=S(o, 1), 0 = Sm and o is the unique singular point. Using the fact
that there exists a particular solution u # H 1&:&= (0) (which means that
&r:+=D2u&0, sm+&r
:+=&1Du&0, 0<+) to the elliptic equation with con-
stant coefficients &Di (AijD ju)= f where r:f # L2 (0), we prove that the
bounded weak solution is the sum of two parts, one is a function ‘‘almost’’
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in H 1 (0), the other one is a finite linear combination of particular solu-
tions to the homogeneous equation and particular functions as (5.7). We
can see that the most singular function is a particular solution to the
homogeneous equation.
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